
Event Report 

Vividha Social Science Club Represents Video Presentations on 

“Environmental Degradation Issues in G20 Countries and Solution 

Strategies” 

Name of the Activity: Video Presentations on “Environmental Degradation Issues in 

G20 Countries and Solution Strategies”by Vividha Social Science 

Club 

Theme of the Activity: To sensitize and create awareness about the Environmental 

Degradation Issues in G20 Countries by means of Video 

presentations and to foster discussion on potential solutions.  

Activity Date(s): 1st and 2nd June 

2023 

No. of Participants: 60 

Brief Description of the Activity: 

“The Earth does not belong to us: we belong to Earth.” – Chief Seattle. 

The Environment plays a significant role to support life on Earth. And we play a major role to 

save, maintain and respect it. With this rationale in mind Guru Ram Dass College of 

Education, provided a platform to students on the occasion of SST Day by members of 

Vividha Social science club, to showcase Video Presentations themed “Environmental 

Degradation Issues in G20 Countries and Solution Strategies”. The purpose of videos creation 

was to create  awareness and sensitivity about environmental issues with respect to each G20 

Countrywith emphasis on ,“The world is One Family”. Sub Themes of Video Presentation: 

1. G20 Country’s-  •Geographical Information  

•Political, Social and Economical Information  

                           •Nationality/Ethnicity of the People  

                           •Environmental Degradation Issues and Solution strategies.  

In this mainly Pedagogy of Social Science students of first year were involved for which   all the 

instructions and guidelines for the presentations were intimated two weeks before the 

commencement of the event. On the day of the event students enthusiastically started the event 

with a brief overview about the G20Countriesandneed to address Environmental Issues. 

Followed by the video presentations which were comprised of: 



1. Brief Introduction about the Nations and Environmental Issues.  

2. Exploring the Social- Economical factors that contributed to environmental 

degradation in the given G20Country.  

3. Successful political Governance that can help in initiatives implementation in the G20 

Country for potential and positive change. 

4. Case Study, providing detailed information and relating the points mentioned above with 

every G20 Country’s Environmental Issue and solutions for the same. 

5. Concluded the videos with a Call to Action, encouraging attendees to actively participate 

in the environmental conservation efforts everywhere, as Whole World is a family, 

VasudhevaKutumbhkam 

 

.All the Video Presentations were evaluated on a Rubric by the Judges/ Teacher Incharges: Dr. 

Arti Bhatnagar&Ms. Manvinder Kaur  

All the videos were well-received by the attendees. Everyone was eager to know more about 

each G20 country and as a fellow Earth inhabitant, felt this urge to save it from further potential 

damage. Feedback on the video presentations, style and content shared through the videos was 

provided to all the attendees. Their motivation for this research work and enthusiasm for the 

event was well applauded. 

Truly, these amazing knowledge-rich videos successfully sparked conversation, encouraged 

critical thinking,and motivated individuals to take action and be sensitive towards creating a 

sustainable future. One of the G20 Goals as “One Family, One Future” 

VasudhaivaKutumbakam under the Indian Presidency and World together as One Family. 

Coordinator: Dr. Neeraj Priya , Principal  

                      Dr. Arti Bhatnagar and Ms. Manvinder Kaur, Teacher coordinators 

   Ms. Neha Madan,Assistant Professor, Report Editor and compiler  

Share Weblink of social media posts of the Activity(tag Delhi Government, DTTE&DHE 

and use relevant hashtags): 

YouTube channel: 

College Website :  



 

 

  

 

Glimpses  

Video link : https://photos.app.goo.gl/i7vgn9VAcBu81yREA 
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